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1. Introduction. In the preceding paper [4] it is proved that the monotone

extension property (Hahn-Banach extension property) of a pair [G, V],

where G is a semi-group and V is a boundedly complete vector lattice whose

positive cone is sharp and has a vector interior point, is equivalent to the

property that there exists an invariant mean definable on the space of

bounded real valued functions on G. It is the purpose of this paper to remove

the interior point restriction on V.

The notations and definitions are the same as in [4] except the following

slight modification. A semi-group G has the monotone (Hahn-Banach) ex-

tension property ii and only if [G, V] has the monotone (Hahn-Banach) ex-

tension property [2] for every boundedly complete vector lattice V whose

positive cone is sharp.

2. Theorem. If G is a semi-group the following statements are equivalent:

(1) G has the monotone extension property.

(2) G has the Hahn-Banach extension property.

(3) G has an invariant mean.

The equivalence of (1) and (2) has been proved in [2], that (1) and (2)

imply (3) has been proved in [3]. One needs, therefore, only consider the

proof that (3) implies (1).

Case A. V has reproducing positive cone K. Consider a collection

[Y, X, C,f, G] associated with Fand K as in [4, Definition l], where G is a

representation of G on Y, and G has an invariant mean. Let T denote the set

of convex combinations of elements gEG and the identity, and let a, t, ■ ■ ■

denote the elements of T. It is sufficient to consider the case that Y is spanned

by X and {cry0|cr£r}, where y0 is a fixed element in Y not in X. Since

(yo+X)(~\C^0, it may be assumed that yo>0.

Let A = {xEX\x^y0}, B = {xEX\x^y0}. The sets A and B are not

empty since (yo+X)C\C^0 and (— yo+X)C\C^0. Consider a fixed bEB.

Define W= [wE V\ wtf(b)}. If wEW, then w^f(b)^0. For each wEW
define

Vw — \v E V\ tw ^ sup (v, —v) ior some / > 0},

Xw= {xEX\f(x)EVw},

Yw = the subspace spanned by Xm and [aya \ a E r} •
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Then

Lemma. (1) Vw is a linear subspace of V.

(2) Xw is a linear subspace of X.

(3) The vector w is a vector interior point of the positive cone KW = KT\ Vw

in Vw and Kw is sharp.

(4) Vw is a boundedly complete vector lattice.

(5) For each xEX, there exists wEW such that xEXw, hence \Jw€w XW=X,

UTO6JT  Yw = Y.

(6) gXwEXw, gCwECw(CtL. = CC\ Yw), wEW, gEG, and (y+Xu,)r\C^ 0,
yEYw.

(7) If x = sayo~tTyoEX, where s, < = 0, then xEXw for all wEW.

(8) The system W forms a directed system under =. If w = w,' then Xw~Q.Xl0',

(9) For every Vw, Kw and associated [Yw, Xw, Cw, /,„, G], where fw is the

restriction of f to Xw, there exists a monotone invariant extension Fw: Yw—> Vw

of fw

Proof of lemma. Ad (1). If v, v'E Vw, then there exist t, t'>0 such that

/w>sup (v, —v) and /'w>sup (v', —v'). Then (tA-t')w>sup (vA-v', —v—v').

Therefore v-\-v'E Vw. Clearly, — vE Vw and tvE Vw for all t>0.

Ad (2). This follows from (1) and the linearity of/.

Ad (3). That w is a vector interior point of Km follows easily from the

facts that w>0 and tw±v^0 for some t>0. Kw is sharp because K is sharp.

Ad (4). Let 5 be a subset of Vw bounded from above by Vi in Vw. Then S

has a least upper bound v in V. Take any vector v2 in 5. There exist h, t2>0

such that tiw>sup (v1} —Vi) and t2w>sup (v2, — z>2). Then max (h, t2)w

>sup (vlt —Vi,v2, — i>2)i=sup(y, —v), since Vi^v and — v2^ —v. Hence vE Vw.

Ad (5). For each xEX, the vector to = sup (f(b),f(x), —f(x)) is in IF and

xEXw.

Ad (6). Xw and C„. are invariant under G because / and C are invariant

under G. That every translate of Xw intersects C,„ follows from the facts

yo = 0, t>-y„ = 0and bEXu..

Ad (7).  If x= (sa — tr)y0EX then x^sab and  —x^trb. Hence

sup (f(x), -f(x)) = max (s, l)f(b),

consequently, xEXw for every wEW.

Ad (8). This is clear.

Ad (9). Statement (9) follows from (l)-(8) and [4, Theorem l].

Let Uo = inlw<zw sup^u,- Fw(y0). The vector u0 exists since 0 ^Fw(y0) ^f(b),

wEW. Define F: F->F by

F(x + soyo — tryo) = f(x) + (s — l)ua, s, I = 0.

The function F is well defined, that is, if xArsaya — /ry0 = x'+5''o-'y0 — t'r'yo
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then f(x)-\-(s — t)uo=f(x')Jr(s' — t')uo; or equivalently, if (so- — tr)yo = xEX

then f(x) = (s — t)u0. But in this case xEXw ior every w. Therefore f(x)

= Fw(sayo-tTya) = (s-t)Fw(yo)iora\\wEW.\is-t = Othenf(x)=0 = (s-t)uo.

If s — t^O then Fw(y0) =f(x)/(s — t) is independent of w. Hence u0 = Fw(yo).

The function F is obviously invariant under G, and by definition distributive.

To prove that F is monotone, let x+5cry0—/ry0>0. Consider WoEW, where

xEXy,0 and thus xEXw, w^w0.

Case   1.  s — t>0.   For   each

w ^ w' ^ Wo, Fw(x + so-yo — tryo) = f(x) + (s — O^u-^o) sS 0.

Since (s — t)Fw(y0)^0,f(x) + (s — t) sup„a„,- Fw(y0)^0, and hence

f(x) + (s — t)  inf    sup Fw(yo)

= f(x) + (s — t)uo = F(x + 50-yo — tryo) ^ 0.

Case 2. t — s>0. x>try0 — say0 and as in Case 1 f(x) ^ (t — s)u0.

All that remains to complete the proof is to remove the restriction that

V has reproducing cone.

Case B. The cone of V is not necessarily reproducing. Let Fi be the sub-

space of Fspanned by K, Xi= {xEX\f(x)E Vi}, and let Yi be the subspace

of Y spanned by Xi and {cryo|cr£r}—assuming again that Y is spanned by X

and {eryo|cr£r} and that yo>0. The subsets A, B of X are contained in Xi

ior B^O, B-A^O and AEB-(B-A). If x^sayo-tryo, xEX, then

x^—trb and x = (x-\-tTb)—trbEXi. Consequently CE Fi. The collection

[Yi, Xi, C, fi, G] together with Fi and K satisfies the conditions of Case A,

where / is the restriction of/on Xi. Therefore there is a monotone invariant

extension Fi: Yi—>Vi of /i. Define F: Y—*V by F(xA-say0— try0) =f(x)

-\-Fi(so~yo — tryo). It is easy to show that F is well defined and, hence, is a

desired extension of/.

As an immediate corollary is a generalization of a theorem of Kreln and

Rutman [l, Theorem 3.1].

Corollary. Let Y be an ordered linear space whose positive cone C has a

vector interior point y0. Let G be a semi-group of operators on Y such that

g(C)EC and gyo=^syo, gEG, where Xo>0. Then if G has an invariant mean,

there is a positive distributive functional F on Y with F(gy) =Xs77(y), gEG.

Proof. Let G he the set of operators {g=g/^0\gEG}. Since \g> =\g\g>,

G is a homomorphic image of G and y0 is a fixed point of G. Let X he the one-

dimensional subspace spanned by yo. Since yo is a vector interior point

(y-\-X)(~\C?±0 for every yE Y. Hence the function/: X—>real numbers de-

fined by/(yo) = 1 can be extended to a monotone function F invariant under

5. Thus F(gy) =\QF(gy) =\.F(y), yE Y.
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That this corollary is a generalization of [l, Theorem 3.1] is assured by

[l, Lemma 1.1 ].
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